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This annotated bibliography revises and updates the November 2003 bibliography compiled by June Kim and John Wilson, reference librarians at UCLA Law Library. We prepared the earlier version of this bibliography for the Academic Law Library-Special Interest Section (ALL-SIS) Marketing Toolkit for Academic Law Libraries Task Force, which is available at http://www.aallnet.org/sis/allsis/toolkit/index.asp. In May and June 2011, I updated the bibliography for the ALL-SIS Student Surveys Subcommittee, which presented a program on this topic at the 2011 AALL Annual Meeting and Conference in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

The original bibliography comprised of resources published from 1995 through November 2003, and included citations to books, book chapters, journal articles, and Internet sources. The current bibliography adds sources published since November 2003 to June 2011. The bibliography is arranged by type of material (beginning with books, followed by chapters, articles, and Internet sources), then alphabetical by author last name.

The sources included in this bibliography were (mostly) published in the library/information science, education, social science and business fields—and excluded materials published in the mathematics and science fields of study. In addition, the bibliography includes materials that would inform the development, conduct, and evaluation of a survey, rather than materials of a more technical or theoretical nature.

To locate books, three subject searches were conducted using WorldCat. In each search, the results were limited by date (i.e., 2003 to 2011), by language (i.e., English), and by type material (i.e., books):

- su = “social surveys” AND su = “methodology”;
- su = “social surveys” AND su = “evaluation”; and
- su = “social surveys”.

If available, a table of contents or abstract is included.
For book chapters, WorldCat was also searched.

Query: kw: survey* and (kw: methodology OR kw: evaluation) and yr: 2003-2011 and dt= “bks”

Note that this search yielded a huge result list (over 8,000), which was sorted through over several days (and stopped at record number 1000). Additionally, citations to several books were added to the bibliography from this result list.

To locate relevant journal articles, the following databases were searched:

- CSA Illumina’s Sociological Abstracts (de=methodology AND de= “surveys” and English language only)
- Library, Information Science & Technology Abstracts ((survey* AND methodology OR evaluation), publication date 1995-2011, academic journal articles, and subject (Surveys AND Research—Methodology))
- Academic Search Complete ((su = Surveys AND su = Research methodology evaluation), English language only, and limited by year).

The Internet resources are a small selection of what is available online. For the most part, what is included are sources linked from the websites of statistics organizations and academic statistical programs and departments.


From the publisher's description: This book argues that the consideration of the presence and extent of measurement errors in survey data leads to improvement in
the overall collection and analysis of survey data. Its main purpose is to identify which types of questions and which types of interviewer practices produce the most valid and reliable data.


Abstract: Online research can be enlightening-- or totally frustrating! Learn what goes into a good survey, where to get the software tools you need, and how to develop questions, interpret the answers, target the audience you need to reach, and analyze your results for meaningful data.


Contents: The evolution of survey process quality -- The survey process and data quality -- Coverage and nonresponse error -- The measurement process and its implications for questionnaire design -- Errors due to interviewers and interviewing -- Data collection modes and associated errors -- Data processing: errors and their control -- Overview of survey error evaluation methods -- Sampling error -- Practical survey design for minimizing total survey error.


Abstract: Questionnaires are a vital tool of market research. They can draw accurate information from respondents, facilitate data processing and provide a standard against which comments and attitudes can be measured. This book explains how to plan, structure and write a questionnaire to achieve these aims.

Contents: Does the public have a role in evaluation?: surveys and democratic discourse / Gary T. Henry -- Sources of survey error: implications for evaluation studies / Marc T. Braverman -- Satisficing in surveys: initial evidence / Jon A. Krosnick, Sowmya Narayan, Wendy R. Smith -- Understanding differences in people's answers to telephone and mail surveys / Don A. Dillman ... [et al.] -- Household-level determinants of survey nonresponse / Mick P. Couper, Robert M. Groves -- Applications of the Rasch model to evaluation of survey data quality / Kathy E. Green -- Translating survey questionnaires: lessons learned / Ruth B. McKay ... [et al.].


Contents: Part I. Research design -- Discovering facts, testing theories -- When is a survey appropriate? -- Part II. Data collection -- Preparing a questionnaire -- Drawing a sample -- Interviewing, coding and scaling -- Preparing a data file -- Part III. Data analysis -- Describing and exploring data -- Analyzing the strength of association between variables -- Inferring population parameters from sample statistics -- Modeling associations between variables.


From the publisher description: Questionnaires are one of the principal research tools for discovering people’s thoughts, experience, attitudes and orientations to future action. Social scientists and researchers have been using questionnaires systematically for about three quarters of a century, since market research, opinion polling and survey research became a feature in both US and UK society in the 1920s and 30s. The first volume provides an introduction to the use of questionnaires. It examines the principles of question construction, considers different types of questionnaire, principles of social measurement and the relationship between expressed attitudes, and actual social behavior. The second volume covers the main types of questionnaire and question construction. Included here is material on question order, question wording and response alternatives. The measurement of attitudes is examined. The third volume focuses on how to handle sensitive questions, problems of validity, the extent to which researchers succeed in measuring what they want to measure, and the relationship between the tools which they use and the underlying theoretical constructs. The fourth volume, on Surveys in the World, brings together the best material on memory and recall, truth-telling issues and how respondents comprehend basic questions. The advent of the computer programmed questionnaire is examined. The collection represents a distillation of the world’s best material on questions and questionnaires in social surveys.


Contents: Survey interviews and new communication technologies / Michael F. Schober and Frederick G. Conrad -- The contemporary standardized survey interview for social research / Nora Cate Schaeffer and Douglas W. Maynard -- Technology and the survey interview/questionnaire / Mick P. Couper -- Mobile web surveys : a preliminary discussion of methodological implications / Marek Fuchs -- Video-mediated interactions and surveys / Anne H. Anderson -- The speech IVR as a survey interviewing methodology / Jonathan Bloom -- Automating the survey interview with dynamic multimodal interfaces / Michael Johnston -- Is it self-administration if the computer gives you encouraging looks? / Justine Cassell and Peter Miller -- Disclosure and deception in tomorrow's survey interview : the role of information technology / Jeffrey T. Hancock -- Toward socially intelligent interviewing systems / Natalie K. Person, Sidney D'Mello, and Andrew Olney -- Culture, computer-mediated communication, and survey interviewing / Susan R. Fussell ... [et al.] -- Protecting subject data privacy in Internet-based HIV/STI prevention survey research / Joseph A. Konstan ... [et al.] -- Surveys and surveillance / Gary T. Marx -- Survey interviews
with new communication technologies: synthesis and future opportunities / Arthur C. Graesser, Moongee Jeon, and Bethany McDaniel.


Abstract: A practical guide to designing Web surveys based on empirical evidence and grounded in scientific research and theory.

Contents: The importance of design for Web surveys -- The basic building blocks -- Going beyond the basics: visual and interactive enhancements to Web survey instruments -- General layout and design -- Putting the questions together to make an instrument -- Implementing the design.


Denise Troll Covey conducted interviews with library professionals engaged in assessment concerning the evaluation of online library services and user behavior. Her interviews covered "why digital libraries assessed the use and usability of their online collections and services; what aspects of those collections and services they were most interested in assessing; what methods the libraries used to conduct their assessments; which methods worked well and which worked poorly in particular kinds of assessments; how assessment data were used by the library, and to what end; what challenges libraries faced in conducting effective assessments. The result is a report on the application, strengths, and weaknesses of assessment techniques that include surveys, focus groups, user protocols, and transaction log analysis.... For each method she covers, she is careful to supply a definition, explain why and how libraries use the method, what they do with the results, and what problems they encounter." pref.


Contents: Introduction / Marcel Das, Peter Ester, and Lars Kaczmirek -- Internet survey methods: a review of strengths, weaknesses, and innovations / Jolene D. Smyth and Jennie E. Pearson -- Internet surveys as part of a mixed-mode design / Edith D. de Leeuw and Joop J. Hox -- "True" longitudinal and probability-based
Internet panels: evidence from the Netherlands / Annette C. Scherpenzeel and Marcel Das -- How representative are online panels? : problems of coverage and selection and possible solutions / Annette C. Scherpenzeel and Jelke G. Bethlehem -- Ethical considerations in Internet surveys / Eleanor Singer and Mick P. Couper -- How visual design affects the interpretability of survey questions / Vera Toepoel and Don A. Dillman -- Attention and usability in Internet surveys : effects of visual feedback in grid questions / Lars Kaczmirek -- Using interactive features to motivate and probe responses to open-ended questions / Marije Oudejans and Leah Melani Christian -- Measuring attitudes toward controversial issues in Internet surveys : order effects of open and closed questioning / Peter Ester and Henk Vinken -- Challenges in reaching hard-to-reach groups in Internet panel research / Corrie M. Vis and Miquelle A.G. Marchand -- Mode and context effects in measuring household assets / Arthur van Soest and Arie Kapteyn -- Internet survey paradata / Dirk Heerwegh -- Use of eye tracking for studying survey response processes / Mirta Galesic and Ting Yan -- Can biomarkers be collected in an Internet survey? : a pilot study in the LISS panel / Mauricio Avendano, Annette C. Scherpenzeel, and Johan P. Mackenbach -- Discussion and conclusions / Marcel Das, Peter Ester, and Lars Kaczmirek.


"This pocket guide shows social work students, educators, and researchers how to prevent some of the mistakes that would result from a wrong sample-size decision by describing and critiquing four main approaches to determining sample size. In concise, example-rich chapters, Dattalo covers sample-size determination using power analysis, confidence intervals, computer-intensive strategies, and ethical or cost considerations, as well as techniques for advanced and emerging statistical strategies such as structural equation modeling, multilevel analysis, repeated measures MANOVA and repeated measures ANOVA. He also offers strategies for mitigating pressures to increase sample size when doing so may not be feasible." "Whether as an introduction to the process for students or as a refresher for experienced researchers, this practical guide is a perfect overview of a crucial but often overlooked step in empirical social work research."--BOOK JACKET.

Contents: Basic terms and concepts -- Statistical power analysis -- Confidence intervals: measures of precision -- Computer-intensive methods -- Additional considerations, recommendations, and conclusions -- Worked examples.


Refining the questions -- The trialling stage -- Designing questionnaires and interview schedules -- The piloting stage -- Running the main study -- Descriptive data analysis -- Statistical analysis -- Content analysis -- Interpretation and writing up -- References -- Index.


Contents: Overview of the book -- Instruments and instrument design -- Controlled experiments -- More naturalism in experiments -- Computer simulations and complexity theory -- Sample surveys and statistical representativeness -- Natural experiments -- Controlling for time in natural experiments -- Using administrative data in research -- Questions and answers -- Analysing the results of qualitative interviews -- Observing naturally occurring events -- Analysing written documents -- Evaluative and emancipatory research -- Systematic reviews, meta-analysis and synthesis from diverse sources -- Research ethics.


"Whether one is conducting an intimate one-on-one interview or a large-scale examination of an entire society, human imagination and scientific principles go hand in hand. To that end, this book emphasizes scientific method but also acknowledges its critics. It covers a wide variety of data collection techniques but presents them as reinforcing, rather than competing with, one another, thus striking a balance between qualitative and quantitative methods. It is designed for students and instructors who want a comprehensive treatment of a variety of research techniques with special emphasis on qualitative approaches."--BOOK JACKET.


a source of measurement error -- 10. Measurement errors associated with the questionnaire -- 11. Response effects of the mode of data collection.


Contents: Introduction ; Model of customer satisfaction questionnaire ; Development and use -- Determining customer requirements ; Quality dimension development ; Critical incident approach ; Generating critical incidents ; Quality of the categorization process ; Comprehensiveness of the customer requirements ; Banking industry ; Automobile industry ; Statistical support -- Reliability and validity : The meaning of customer perception and attitude ; Reliability ; Sources of error and reliability estimates ; Types of error and reliability estimates ; Benefits of scales with high reliability ; Factors affecting reliability ; The need for multiple items in measurement ; Validity -- Customer satisfaction questionnaire construction: item generation, response format, and item selection : Determining questions or items ; Characteristics of good items ; Response formats ; Introductions to customer satisfaction questionnaires ; Item selection ; Summary of item selection ; Web-based customer surveys ; Customer loyalty measurement ; Measurement of customer loyalty ; Customer surveys and customer loyalty -- Sampling methods : Statistical sampling ; Types of sampling ; Sample size and sampling error ; Random selection procedures ; Response rates -- Customer loyalty 2.0: beyond the ultimate question : NPS methodology ; NPS claims ; Measurement and meaning of customer loyalty -- Using customer satisfaction questionnaires : Examples of customer satisfaction questionnaires ; Uses of customer satisfaction questionnaires ; Summary indices ; Identify important customer requirements ; Control charts ; Control charts for attribute data ; Control charts for variable data ; Organizational comparisons ; Determine effectiveness of intervention programs ; Additional questions ; Customer loyalty management ; Loyalty driver analysis ; Summary of micro vs. macro approach ; Making improvements and root cause analysis -- Examples of customer satisfaction questionnaires : Dental patient satisfaction ; Reader survey ; Coffee shop -- [Appendices] : a. Critical incidents interview forms -- B. Satisfactory items and customer requirement forms -- C. Measurement scales -- D. Frequencies, percentages, probabilities, histograms, and distributions -- E. Descriptive statistics -- F. Statistics, parameters, and sampling distributions -- G. Decision making and hypothesis testing -- H. T-tests -- I. Analysis of variance -- J. Regression analysis -- K. Factor analysis -- L. Table of random numbers.


Contents: Understanding ends and means -- A look in the library mirror -- “Your mission, should you choose to accept it...” -- Measuring and assessing the components of service quality -- What can go wrong with numbers -- Compliment and complaint management -- Listening to customers through surveys -- Listening to customers through focus group interviews -- Customer-related indicators and requirements --
Satisfaction and service quality: separate but intertwined -- Interpreting findings to improve customer service -- Embracing change - continuous improvement.


A selection of his key research papers, chosen for their relevance for survey research, published between 1949 and 1999, and augmented by commentaries of colleagues.


Contents: Introduction -- Sample design and survey data -- Types of sampling -- The nature of survey data -- A different view of survey data -- Complexity of analyzing survey data -- Adjusting for differential representation: the weight -- Developing the


From publisher's description: Technology has changed substantially how survey firms collect data, from universal application of computer assistance to devices to record verbatim responses during interviews. The goals of the book are to bring together both the state-of-the-art research and everyday practical applications that are concerned with telephone survey methodology in order to stimulate further discussion. It will be an integrated volume representing theoretical, methodological and statistical contributions to the field.


Contents: Why do we research -- Finding ideas to research -- Designing research: Concepts, hypotheses, and measurement -- Developing a questionnaire -- Sampling -- Presenting data: Descriptive statistics -- Analyzing data: Bivariate relationships -- Analyzing data: Comparing means -- Analyzing data: Multiple variables -- Presenting results, making conclusions, and writing reports.


Contents: Introducing survey research. Sampling techniques; Survey types -- Introduction to the Internet and the Web -- Introduction to web-based surveys. State law enforcement survey; Local law enforcement survey; University survey -- Survey design in Microsoft Frontpage -- Web search exercises. Keyword searches using Alta Vista; Web directory exercises using Yahoo.


Contents: Planning questionnaire research -- Writing items to collect factual information -- Writing items to collect demographic information -- Writing items to measure attitudes -- Writing items to evaluate products, services, and programs -- Conducting item tryouts and an item analysis -- Preparing a questionnaire for administration -- Selecting a sample of respondents -- Preparing statistical tables and figures -- Describing averages and variability -- Describing averages and variability -- Describing relationships -- Estimating margins of error -- Writing reports of questionnaire research.


Two volumes: A. Design, Methods and Applications and B. Inference and Analysis.


Abstract: Written and edited by leading experts, this volume offers an overview of and solid foundation in up-to-date survey questionnaire issues, concerns, and responses. This work has been prepared in conjunction with an international conference on the topic (in November 2002) by the Survey Research Methods Section of the American Statistical Association, the American Association for Public Opinion Research, the International Association of Survey Statisticians, the Council of American Survey Research Organizations, and the Council of Marketing and Opinion Research. The book covers cognitive interviewing, interaction analysis, response latency, respondent debriefings, vignette analysis, split-sample comparisons, statistical modeling, mode of administration, and special populations. It also considers these topics in light of emerging techniques and technologies. The book's authors include more than two-dozen eminent professionals in a variety of fields related to survey methodology and questionnaire development. Many tables, figures, and references, as well as an extensive glossary, supplement the high quality discussion throughout the text.


Abstract: Survey Research can be used as an independent guide or as a workbook to accompany Keith F Punch’s bestselling Introduction to Social Research (SAGE, 1998). It represents a short, practical ‘how-to’ book on a central methodology technique aimed at the beginning researcher. The focus of this book is on small-scale quantitative surveys studying the relationships between variables. After showing the central place of the quantitative survey in social science research methodology, it then takes a simple model of the survey, describes its elements and gives a set of steps and guidelines for implementing each element. The book then shows how the simple model of the quantitative survey generalizes easily to more complex models. It includes a detailed example of both simple and complex models, which readers should find very helpful. It is directed primarily at beginning researchers - upper-level undergraduate and graduate students in any area of social science, who often have to
do small scale surveys in projects and dissertations. Beyond this, it will be of interest to anybody interested in learning about survey research. It is written in non-technical language, aiming to be as accessible as possible to a wide audience.


Contents: An overview of the sample survey process -- Designing effective questionnaires: basic guidelines -- Developing survey questions -- Utilizing focus groups in the survey research process -- Descriptive statistics: measures of central tendency and dispersion -- The theoretical basis of sampling -- Confidence intervals and basic hypothesis testing -- Determining the sample size -- Selecting a representative sample -- Analyzing cross-tabulated data -- Testing the difference between means -- Regression and correlation -- Preparing an effective final report -- Resource A: table of areas of a standard normal distribution -- Resource B: glossary -- Resource C: answers to selected exercises.


Contents: Authors' notes / Lois A Ritter,; Valerie M. Sue --; Introduction to using online surveys --; Systematic planning for using and online survey --; Selecting a sample --; Questions for online surveys --; The; Survey questionnaire --; Conducting the survey --; Managing online survey data --; Case studies.

Contents: Statistical background -- Underlying Bayesian theory -- Randomization-based evaluations -- Procedures with ignorable nonresponse -- Procedures with nonignorable nonresponse.


Abstract: This work offers a step-by-step introduction and guide for planning and developing a survey, putting it online, and getting the data into a format to be analyzed. The book includes instructions for learning web development skills and contains leading web page authoring tools.


[From the publisher description] Thoroughly revised and updated, it presents:

- concise and analytic coverage of multivariate analysis techniques
- a brand new chapter giving theoretical and practical advice on the stages involved in constructing scales to measure attitude or personality
- an up-to-date account of using materials on the internet
- addition of concise introductions and summaries to all chapters

This book will prove to be equally useful for students conducting small research projects in the social sciences or related professional/applied areas, researchers planning systematic data collection for applied purposes and policy makers who want to understand and analyse the research with whose conclusions they are presented.


Contents: Introduction -- Part I The three steps procedure to design requests for an answer -- Concepts-by-postulation and concepts-by-intuition -- From social science concepts-by-intuition to assertions -- The formulation of requests for an answer -- Part II Choices involved in questionnaire design -- Specific survey research features of requests for an answer -- Response alternatives -- The structure of open ended and closed survey items -- Survey itemsin batteries -- Mode of data collection and other choices -- Part III The effects of survey characteristics on data quality -- Criteria for the quality of survey measures -- Estimation of reliability, validity and method effects -- Split ballot MTMM designs -- The estimation of the effects of measurement characteristics on the quality of survey questions -- Part IV Applications in Social Science Research -- The prediction and improvement of survey requests by SQP -- The quality of measures for concepts-by-postulation -- Correction for measurement error in survey data analysis -- Coping with measurement error in cross-cultural research.


Contents: Introduction: Polls and surveys, methods and meanings -- Ordinary questions, survey questions, and policy questions -- The primordial distinction between open and closed attitude questions -- Interpretive survey research: why questions -- Artifacts are in the mind of the beholder -- The survey world and other worlds -- Hunting a social science snark -- Conclusion: A brief look back at meanings and methods, surveys and polls.


Abstract: Libraries devote serious resources to user-education programs and need to measure their effectiveness with hard data. This guide was designed to simplify the evaluation planning process and the making of evaluation instruments. The material was developed from hundreds of survey instruments used by librarians around the country. The handbook contains: (1) a guide to developing, conducting, and tabulating a survey or evaluation; (2) 14 sections of sample questions; (3) four appendices containing a sample cover letter, sample attitudinal and measurement scales, pre- and post-instruction checklists, and sample evaluation forms; (4) a glossary of terms; (5) a 66-item bibliography; and (6) a mail-in evaluation form for the handbook itself.


Contents: What is nonresponse and why be concerned -- The usual suspects: hard to reach and reluctant to cooperate -- Push and pull factors in survey cooperation -- Studying nonrespondents -- Going into the field -- Ease of contact -- Reluctance to cooperate -- Are refusers different? -- Nonresponse and the European social survey -- Enhancing response rates: how and why.


Contents: List of tables & figures -- Preface -- Acknowledgments -- Introduction -- What is a survey? -- Why is a book specific to online survey research needed? -- When should an online survey be used? -- Online survey studies -- Summary -- Planning the online survey -- E-mail surveys -- Internet/Intranet (Web page) surveys -- What to consider when buying survey software and selecting a Web survey host -- Survey objectives -- Survey timelines -- Survey research ethics -- Summary -- Sampling -- Populations and samples -- Sampling techniques for Internet surveys -- Sources of error in online surveys -- Summary -- Writing survey questions -- General considerations -- Validity of measurement -- Respondent-centered threats to validity -- Question format and wording -- Level of measurement -- Demographic questions -- Pretesting -- Summary -- Designing and developing the survey instrument -- Questionnaire design -- Making your survey accessible to everyone -- Ensuring that
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participants respond only once -- Summary -- Conducting the survey -- Methods of recruitment -- Increasing the response rate -- Thank-you notes -- Summary -- Processing and analyzing the survey data -- Planning for data analysis -- Tracking the surveys -- Creating a codebook for e-mail surveys -- Data cleaning -- Data transformation -- Descriptive statistics -- Inferential statistics -- Summary -- Reporting the survey results -- Preliminary considerations -- Format of a survey report -- Oral presentations -- Poster session presentations -- Visual aids -- Matching survey results to type of display -- Distributing results using a Web-based survey development tool -- Summary -- Concluding comments -- Opportunities and challenges in online survey research -- Benefits of online surveys -- The future of online survey research -- Appendix A: Resource guide -- Appendix B: Probability sampling review for closed populations -- Appendix C: Basic demographic questionnaire -- Appendix D: Sample e-mail invitation -- Appendix E: Sample snail mail invitation -- Appendix F: Review of basic summary statistics -- Appendix G: Sample of SurveyMonkey's basic results report -- Glossary -- References -- Index -- About the authors.


Contents: Launching your survey project -- Asking the right questions -- Creating response choices for rating scales -- Putting the questionnaire together -- Identifying and contacting respondents -- Pilot testing the questionnaire -- Maximizing your response rate: collecting the data -- Analyzing the data and making data-based decisions -- Communicating the results.


Contents: An introduction and a point of view -- Respondents' understanding of survey questions -- The role of memory in survey responding -- Answering questions about dates and durations -- Factual judgments and numerical estimates -- Attitude questions -- Attitude judgments and context effects -- Selecting a response: Mapping judgment to survey answers -- Editing of responses: Reporting about sensitive topics -- Mode of data collection -- Impact of cognitive models on survey measurement.

Survey research is one of the most widely used research methodologies across the social and behavioral sciences. Two trends that have had a major impact on the development of survey methods over the last decade are (1) the application of techniques and theories from cognitive psychology to the understanding and reduction of survey measurement error, and (2) the application of new computer and telephony technologies to data collection and analysis. These trends and other emerging issues from the 1990’s literature on survey research methods are captured here in 617 detailed annotations to monographs, journals, government documents, dissertations, and ERIC documents. Annotations include examples from business, criminology, education, health and medicine, law, library science, mass media, work, religion, and women’s studies.


Publisher description: Herbert F. Weisberg's handbook presents a unified method for conducting good survey research centered on the various types of errors that can occur in surveys—from measurement and nonresponse error to coverage and sampling error. Each chapter is built on theoretical elements drawn from specific disciplines, such as social psychology and statistics, and follows through with detailed treatments of the specific types of error and their potential solutions. Throughout, Weisberg is attentive to survey constraints, including time and ethical considerations, as well as controversies within the field and the effects of new technology on the survey process—from Internet surveys to those completed by phone, by mail, and in person. Practitioners and students will find this comprehensive guide particularly useful now that survey research has assumed a primary place in both public and academic circles. [Detailed table of contents available on WorldCat].


Contents: The nature of survey research -- The survey process -- Sampling procedures -- Questionnaire construction -- The data collection stage -- Coding practices -- Designing survey -- The process of data analysis -- Single-variable statistics -- Statistical inference for means -- Two-variable tables -- Measures of association -- Control tables -- Correlation and regression -- Writing survey reports -- Evaluating surveys -- The ethics of polls.

Contents: Introduction to cognitive interviewing -- Setting the stage for cognitive interviewing: first principles of questionnaire design -- Background and theoretical origins: the CASM approach -- Cognitive interviewing in practice: think-aloud, verbal probing, and other techniques -- Developing standard cognitive probes -- Beyond the standard model of verbal probing -- A further perspective: cognitive testing as expansive interviewing -- Avoiding probing pitfalls -- Selection and training of cognitive interviewers -- Planning and conducting interviews -- Analyzing and documenting cognitive interview results -- Special applications of cognitive interviewing -- Evaluation of cognitive interviewing techniques -- Beyond cognitive testing: affiliated pretesting methods -- Recommendations and future directions.


Abstract: “Whether one is conducting an intimate one-on-one interview or a large-scale examination of an entire society, human imagination and scientific principles go hand in hand. To that end, this book emphasizes scientific method but also acknowledges its critics. It covers a wide variety of data collection techniques but presents them as reinforcing, rather than competing with, one another, thus striking a balance between qualitative and quantitative methods. It is designed for students and instructors who want a comprehensive treatment of a variety of research techniques with special emphasis on qualitative approaches.”--BOOK JACKET.


---

**Journal Articles**


Alessi, Edward J. & Martin, James I. “Conducting an Internet-Based Survey: Benefits, Pitfalls, and Lessons Learned,” 34 *Social Work Research* 122 (June 2010).

Abstract: The article discusses the benefits and challenges to conducting an Internet-based survey. According to the authors, an increasing number of researchers are shifting from the use of traditional recruitment strategies and other data collection
methods to Internet-based survey methodologies. They suggest the shift is a result of the increased accessibility of the Internet by ordinary individuals, not just those who are computer savvy. An overview of the authors' research using extant literature on Internet-based survey methods to examine the challenges and advantages to using the surveys in social work research is presented, which includes an in-depth discussion of the mistakes the authors encountered, the mistakes the authors made, and solutions for recruiting survey participants.


When performed properly, a survey becomes an integral part of the customer relations process, according to Daniel Kanouse, COO of Take Charge Consultants, Inc. He recommends 7 steps that companies can take to improve their surveying process and customer relations. They include: 1. Know your objectives. 2. Identify the survey population. 3. Verify your database. 4. Assemble the best qualified team. 5. Develop a strategic plan and timeline.


Abstract: Examines the need to decide on a data collection method as a starting point to planning a survey. Methods discussed including personal interviews, telephone interviews, and mailing questionnaires; Intensity of contact as the basic difference among all three; How selection must come after specifying information needs; Pros and cons of personal interviews and telephone interviews. INSET: Choosing between telephone and in-person surveys.


Abstract: In this paper, a seven-category model is detailed as a method of questionnaire design and presented as a significant instructional guide. The application of the method substantially strengthens the final questionnaires. Furthermore, the method provides greater assurance that significant questions have not been inadvertently excluded from a study. The method moves the process of questionnaire design towards a more disciplined process with less dependency upon artistic insights. By providing a rational basis for gathering information, the method, also, more quickly engages and orients those who are less experienced in designing questionnaires.


Abstract: The article compares the effectiveness of electronic mail surveys against traditional mail surveys. The following are the advantages of electronic mail as a survey tool: low cost, quick response time, more candid responses, ease of recontacting subjects, increase in subjects' willingness to respond to open-ended questions, and potential use of sound and motion within the questionnaire. However, the general population's interest and attitudes towards electronic mail has been negatively affected by the increased in the number of unwanted or unsolicited electronic mail messages. This scenario could affect the electronic mail survey's usefulness.


Abstract: The article examines how web-based surveys have developed over time and discusses their application in library settings. The article explores how to design an effective web-based survey aimed at data collection, discusses their use in the library community and presents strategies for customization in order to optimize the data collection process. The author notes that when designing an effective web survey librarians need a suitable database, knowledge of programming code and a user-friendly interface.


Abstract: The article focuses on the distinctions between survey research methodology theory and practice. The authors illustrate the common construction of idealistic scenarios of library science textbooks with the challenges and logistics of carrying out a large-scale library audience survey. The American Library Association’s Public Libraries and the Internet survey series is discussed in detail. The results of the survey are described, outlining trends in U.S. library patron demographics, as well as an outline of the actual conducting of the survey and its associated setbacks.


Abstract: The total survey error (TSE) paradigm provides a theoretical framework for optimizing surveys by maximizing data quality within budgetary constraints. In this article, the TSE paradigm is viewed as part of a much larger design strategy that seeks to optimize surveys by maximizing total survey quality; i.e., quality more broadly defined to include user-specified dimensions of quality. Survey methodology, viewed within this larger framework, alters our perspectives on the survey design,
implementation, and evaluation. As an example, although a major objective of survey design is to maximize accuracy subject to costs and timeliness constraints, the survey budget must also accommodate additional objectives related to relevance, accessibility, interpretability, comparability, coherence, and completeness that are critical to a survey’s “fitness for use.” The article considers how the total survey quality approach can be extended beyond survey design to include survey implementation and evaluation. In doing so, the “fitness for use” perspective is shown to influence decisions regarding how to reduce survey error during design implementation and what sources of error should be evaluated in order to assess the survey quality today and to prepare for the surveys of the future.

Booth, Andrew. “Mind Your Ps and Qs (Pitfalls of Questionnaires),” 22 Health Information and Libraries Journal 228 (Sept. 2005).

Abstract: Offers advice on how to prepare research questionnaires. Determination of required information; Utilization of two-targeted questions; Uselessness of aggregated questions; Inadequacies of compound questions.


This article builds on work by Peter Hernon and Ellen Altman in creating a generic service equality questionnaire. It shows the steps taken in New Zealand to adapt the questionnaire to local conditions and terminology. It concludes that items ranked highly in terms of importance in service quality by library users in the United States were paralleled in the New Zealand pilot survey instrument. A copy of the questions and their average (mean) scores is included. This research was conducted before the ARL initiative that led to the development of the LibQUAL+ instrument.


Rapidly decreasing coverage of landline surveys is increasing the need to implement dual-frame surveys for inference to the adult U.S. population. Vast differences between the way cell phones and landlines are used, and the populations using them, require separate data collection designs. Yet research comparing cell phone surveys to landline telephone surveys is scarce with respect to operational outcomes. The authors test hypothesized differences between cell phone and landline interviewing through experiments on survey topic and length and find that these factors may not have the same impact in cell phone surveys. To help optimize calling cell phone numbers in future studies, the authors present self-reported cell phone use patterns and other factors affecting the probability of contact and sampling design. To inform
the inclusion of adults with both a cell and landline phone, they compare cell phone use among cell phone only and cell with landline cases. The authors found notable differences between the cell only and cell with landline respondents in terms of cell phone use. Implications and directions for future work are discussed.


Abstract: This study examines response rates for mixed-mode survey implementation involving mail and e-mail/Web components. Using Dillman’s Tailored Design Method, 1,500 participants were sent a survey either (a) via mail with a follow-up contact via e-mail that directed them to a Web-based questionnaire or (b) via e-mail that directed them to a Web-based questionnaire with a follow-up contact via mail. Results indicate that these mixed-mode procedures produce moderately high response rates. However, the mail survey tended to be more effective than the e-mail/Web survey, when serving either as the initial contact or as the follow-up contact. These results suggest that survey implementation involving mail followed by e-mail/Web, or even mail-only approaches, may result in larger samples than implementation involving e-mail/Web followed by mail.


Abstract: A key characteristic of Web surveys is their diversity. Unlike other modes of data collection, where the method tells us something about both the sampling process & the method of data collection, the term “Web survey” is too broad to give us much useful information about how the study was carried out. For example, referring to an RDD telephone survey describes both the method of sampling (in part) & the mode of data collection. But there are so many different ways to identify sampling frames for Web surveys, to invite people to complete such surveys, & to administer surveys over the Internet (see Couper 2000) that the term “Web survey” conveys little evaluative information. The implications of this diversity are twofold. First, broad generalizations or claims about Web surveys relative to other methods of data collection are ill-advised. Second, much more detail about the process is needed in order for the reader to make judgments about the quality of the process itself or about the resulting data. The papers in this special issue reflect some of the many ways that the Internet can be used whether alone or in combination with other methods to conduct surveys. References. Adapted from the source document.


Abstract: Some important issues in marketing require the use of retrospective surveys. But, despite the lack of suitable alternative methods, retrospective survey-based research tends to be given short shrift by journal editors and is treated harshly in review processes. The goal of this paper is to acknowledge justifiable criticisms, see to what extent these criticisms can be addressed or contained, and to foster an inclusive approach to the use of retrospective surveys -- especially for the investigation of those important issues that cannot be studied systematically in any other way. Examples are drawn from word of mouth (WOM) research -- an area where retrospective surveys have been an indispensable method for gaining knowledge.


Abstract: This report discusses the process of developing and deploying an Internet-based study that sought to replicate the results of a traditionally administered questionnaire. We present data on the characteristics of respondents, hit and completion rates, and the effectiveness of a dozen different methods of advertising the survey. Overall, we were very successful in soliciting a gay and lesbian sample of Internet-users and collected one of the largest samples for a Web-based survey to
Publicity methods that addressed the target audience's specific interests were far more effective than broader advertising methods.


Abstract: Purpose - To provide a thorough analysis of the role of the internet in survey research and to discuss the implications of online surveys becoming such a major force in research. Design/methodology/approach - The paper is divided into four major sections: an analysis of the strengths and potential weaknesses of online surveys; a comparison of online surveys with other survey formats; a discussion on the best uses for online surveys and how their potential weaknesses may be moderated; and an overview of the online survey services being offered by the world's largest research firms. Findings - If conducted properly, online surveys have significant advantages over other formats. However, it is imperative that the potential weaknesses of online surveys be mitigated and that online surveys only be used when appropriate. Outsourcing of online survey functions is growing in popularity. Practical implications - The paper provides a very useful source of information and impartial advice for any professional who is considering the use of online surveys. Originality/value - The paper synthesizes the vast literature related to online surveys, presents original material related to survey methodology, and offers a number of recommendations.


Abstract: This paper investigates how expected and actual questionnaire length affects cooperation rates and a variety of indicators of data quality in web surveys. We hypothesized that the expected length of a web-based questionnaire is negatively related to the initial willingness to participate. Moreover, the serial position of questions was predicted to influence four indicators of data quality. We hypothesized that questions asked later in a web-based questionnaire will, compared to those asked earlier, be associated with (a) shorter response times, (b) higher item-nonresponse rates, (c) shorter answers to open-ended questions, and (d) less variability to items arranged in grids. To test these assumptions, we manipulated the stated length (10, 20, and 30 minutes) and the position of questions in an online questionnaire consisting of randomly ordered blocks of thematically related questions. As expected, the longer the stated length, the fewer respondents started and completed the questionnaire. In addition, answers to questions positioned later in the questionnaire were faster, shorter, and more uniform than answers to questions positioned near the beginning. Adapted from the source document.

Abstract: This article argues that Internet-based survey research studies are presently limited in their utility. What many consider classical blunders in political polling that took place in the 1930s are used as a vehicle for describing parallel methodological errors that may occur with present-day use of the Internet. Without thoughtful protocols, Internet-based surveys are susceptible to these familiar errors, which limit their predictive utility. Tools such as e-mail, file transfers, and data and information access/retrieval should continue to be the primary role of Internet use. A model that articulates the use of Internet technology in survey research is offered for consideration.


This article discusses a secondary analysis of a user survey from 13 public libraries to isolate factors that contribute to high levels of performance by reference librarians and to identify reliable indicators that can be used to measure and evaluate reference services. It also examined user ratings of reference services by transaction type, either self-generated or imposed.


The University of Oklahoma administers a student survey annually. The satisfaction rating of the library had steadily declined for five years. The library wanted a more detailed analysis of user satisfaction, so administered 12 surveys with the help of students in a marketing class to students, faculty and staff. Based on the results signage was both increased and changed to avoid library jargon, reference service points were integrated. Simultaneously the automated catalog system was upgraded. Their conclusion: "Anecdotal observations and the satisfaction survey suggest that following through with customer recommendations does produce measurable changes in the perceptions of users as determined by user surveys."


"This survey explored faculty members' satisfaction toward the Web as a research source. Results indicate that, although faculty members are generally satisfied with the Web, they question the accuracy and reliability of much Web-based information and the sufficiency of Web resources for research. Attitudes also vary by academic discipline." It includes a good example of a mailed survey. It was sent to faculty in 30 different Alabama institutions, staggered by proportion of faculty found there so
that 15% were from community/junior colleges, 13.1% from 4-year colleges and 71.9% from universities. Community/junior college faculty and science faculty found the web most authoritative and useful while literature and humanities faculty found it the least and used it less. Implications for traditional print and electronic collection development are discussed.


Discusses methods used at the University of Washington libraries to assess user needs, satisfaction, and library performance. Describes the triennial user surveys used in the past as well as the new ARL's (Association of Research Libraries) LibQUAL+ methodology that focused on quality of service and library support through a Web-based survey.


A recent national survey polled public library directors and local government officials concerning the value of public library services and outlook for local tax support of public libraries. This article focuses on procedures used in planning the study sample, and broader issues to be considered in designing a national sample for public libraries.


Abstract: Some consider responding to survey questions as a sophisticated cognitive process whereby respondents go through, often iterative, steps to process the information provided to them by questions and response options. Others focus more on the interplay between questions and answers as a complex communication process between researchers and respondents, their assumptions, expectations and perceptions. In this article, cognitive and communication research is reviewed that has tested the impact of different question and answer alternatives on the responses obtained. This leads to evidence-based recommendations for market researchers, who frequently have to make decisions regarding various aspects of questionnaire design.
such as question length and order, question wording, as well as the optimal number of response options and the desirability or otherwise of a 'don't know' option or a middle alternative.


"Understanding user needs has always been the key to building relevant collections and designing appropriate services. The availability of electronic resources and the many choices of format and access methods have made understanding library users even more critical. Librarians can use formal and informal methods to gather information about users. Formal methods include surveys and focus groups. The information gathered can be used for selection and service. It should also be used to reshape the scholarly information system to better meet the needs of undergraduates and researchers, beginning users and sophisticated users' and users who are doing in-depth research and those who just want a small amount of information quickly." Interesting list of what the students said they wanted and didn't want in information products. Also points out that there is a continuum among users of how much information they want. Not all service point transactions are "teachable moments."


Abstract: The design of a user satisfaction survey instrument and methodology is determined by the objective of the survey, the users' characteristics and the resources available. These three inputs will inform decisions about the survey options. The option chosen will in turn influence the layout of the survey, methods of maximising response rates and methods of analysis. These are all interrelated and it will be necessary to review earlier decisions when viewing the survey project from each of these aspects.


Western Kentucky University Libraries developed a survey similar to its Web-based library satisfaction survey, with identical content for library Web and exit patrons to compare these groups’ responses. Focuses on the collection of Web and exit survey responses in a two-week period, transformation of response data for analysis, comparison of the two samples, and discussion of potential use of results.


Abstract: Survey respondents may start the survey but fail to complete it, resulting in breakoff. This behavior occurs in interviewer-administered surveys but it occurs at high rates in web surveys, necessitating further attention. Breakoff is one of multiple response behaviors, each of which can be affected by unique and common causes. We present a framework within which to study different response behaviors, unit nonresponse, breakoff, item nonresponse, and measurement properties, and the factors affecting them in web surveys. Theories within this framework for explaining breakoff are proposed and tested. Features within the survey that are only seen after starting are predictive of breakoff rate, distinguishing this behavior from unit nonresponse. Education, a proxy for respondent cognitive sophistication, was significantly related to breakoff rates. Furthermore, respondents who broke off did not seem inattentive, supporting further efforts in their retention. Question and questionnaire design characteristics were predictive of survey breakoff, and placed in the context of the survey response process model and respondent burden. Implications for survey design and needs for future work are discussed.


Quiney, Lynn V. “If It Moves...” 26 The Law Librarian 295 (March 1995).


This article details a British library’s experience with a survey to measure staff satisfaction with the library. The institution does an annual student survey which consistently rates the library’s service highly. The conclusion was that "...users' perception of the Service would appear to be higher than that of its staff. The instrument is of some value in eliciting the views of staff. It does provide an opportunity to communicate to University management information derived from a formalized self-assessment."

Abstract: The use of the survey method in management information systems is critically evaluated with the aim of overcoming some of its potential weaknesses. A research project employing the survey method was used to study the causes of user information satisfaction. The results showed that by carefully developing instruments and questionnaires, criticisms to surveys can be countered. Moreover, ensuring that the survey has a well-developed theoretical framework and clearly defined constructs will lead to reliable and valid collection of data.


Abstract: This study meta-analyzes thirty-nine study results published within last ten years that directly compared Web and mail survey modes. Although considerable variation exists across the studies, the authors' findings show that mail surveys have higher response rates than Web surveys in general. Two study features (i.e., population types and follow-up reminders) are shown to contribute statistically to the variation of response rate differences between Web and paper surveys in the comparative studies. College respondents appear to be more responsive to Web surveys, while some other respondents (e.g., medical doctors, school teachers, and general consumers) appear to prefer traditional mail surveys. Follow-up reminders appear to be less effective for Web survey respondents than for mail survey respondents. Other study features (i.e., implementation of random assignment of survey respondents, incentives, and publication year) are not statistically useful in accounting for the variation of response rate differences between Web and mail surveys.


Abstract: Previous research has revealed techniques to improve response quality in open-ended questions in both paper and interviewer-administered survey modes. The purpose of this paper is to test the effectiveness of similar techniques in web surveys. Using data from a series of three random sample web surveys of Washington State University undergraduates, we examine the effects of visual and verbal answer-box
manipulations (i.e., altering the size of the answer box and including an explanation that answers could exceed the size of the box) and the inclusion of clarifying and motivating introductions in the question stem. We gauge response quality by the amount and type of information contained in responses as well as response time and item nonresponse. The results indicate that increasing the size of the answer box has little effect on early responders to the survey but substantially improved response quality among late responders. Including any sort of explanation or introduction that made response quality and length salient also improved response quality for both early and late responders. In addition to discussing these techniques, we also address the potential of the web survey mode to revitalize the use of open-ended questions in self-administered surveys. Adapted from the source document.


Abstract: The technical potential of the Internet offers survey researchers a wide range of possibilities for web surveys in terms of questionnaire design; however, the abuse of technical facilities can detract respondents from cooperating rather than motivating them. Within the web survey methodology literature, many contributions can be found on how to write a "good" questionnaire. The outcomes are however scattered and researchers and practitioners may find it difficult to obtain an overall picture. The article reviews the latest empirical research on how questionnaire characteristics affect response rates. The article is divided into three main sections: an introduction where the various forms of nonresponse in web surveys are described; a second section presenting questionnaire features affecting nonresponse—general structure, length, disclosure of survey progress, visual presentation, interactivity, and question/response format—and a final section that summarizes the options in terms of questionnaire design and its implications for nonresponse rate.


INTERNET SOURCES


- See Conferences and Publications and Links and Resources.
- Links to “What is a Survey Series,” http://www.whatisasurvey.info/, a booklet written primarily for non-specialists and is free of charge.


See also Annotated Bibliography of Survey Research, available at http://writing.colostate.edu/guides/research/survey/pop2f.cfm (last date accessed June 29, 2011).


Draft research papers by Don A. Dillman, who has done extensive research on survey development, are available at http://www.sesrc.wsu.edu/dillman/papers.html.


Published in the April 2002 issue of Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication.


This is the Survey Design chapter from The Survey System’s Tutorial. This chapter is intended primarily for those who are new to survey research. It discusses options and provides suggestions on how to design and conduct a successful survey.


Designed for students and novice researchers intending to carry out a questionnaire survey.